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This study explores the utility of social identity theory (SIT) to our
understanding of ethnocentrism, or in-group favoritism, as an enduring news
value. It investigates the case of three national newspapers, La Prensa
(Argentina), The New York Times (United States), and Berlingske Tidende
(Denmark), for the degree to which news treatments serve to enhance or
protect national identity in news of national citizens interacting with people
and places around the world. The results of this study reveal that all three
newspapers are significantly more likely to engage in news treatments that
reflect favorably upon the national self and, to a much more limited degree,
engage in news treatments that serve to protect national identity when the
home actor actions are negative.

Social psychologists have long understood that ethnocentrism is a powerful
mechanism for screening and interpreting information in the context of
international and intercultural relations (Levine & Campbell, 1972; Mercer,
1995; Sumner, 1906/1940; Vertzberger, 1990). According to Triandis (1994), a
key attribute of this universal tendency is the belief that it is “natural to help and
cooperate with members of our in-group, to favor our in-group, to feel proud of
our in-group, and to be distrustful of and even hostile toward out-groups” (pp.
251–252). When expressed as patterns of communication, this belief functions to
maintain the unity and integrity of the social group (Park, 1939) but at the same
time can result in prejudice toward out-groups (Smith & Bond, 1999).   
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Applying this notion of in-group favoritism to journalism, Gans (1980)
identified ethnocentrism as an enduring news value. More broadly, Gerbner
(1964), Tuchman (1978), Hallin (1986), Carey (1989), Anderson (1991),
Dahlgren (1982), and others have discussed how deeply rooted cultural values,
beliefs, and ideology combine to act as an unconscious filter through which
journalists produce news content that may seem objective, but that in fact
promotes a dominant in-group or western-centered way of seeing the world. 

According to Gans (1980), ethnocentrism in news coverage is at its most
acute presence in the context of international news reporting and particularly in
times of international conflict (cf. Bennett, 1994; Dahlgren, 1982; McCartney,
1994; Zaller & Chiu, 1996). This observation seems to hold true for national
media patterns around the world. Although comparative studies of international
media content show an increasing convergence in media formats, production
values, and even topic selection across national contexts, closer textual analyses
consistently reveal how coverage of international news, sports, and feature
content is “domesticated” in ways that promote a home nation perspective—one
that is relevant, appealing, and favorable to home nation audiences (e.g., Carrier,
1997; de Moragas, Rivenburgh, & Larson, 1995; Gaunt, 1990; Gurevitch, Levy,
& Roeh, 1991; Riggs, Eastman, & Golobic, 1993; Silcock, 1995). 

The understanding that world news is presented through a national lens is an
important foundation for this investigation, which asks as its overarching
research question, “In what ways does ethnocentrism as a news value manifest
itself in international news and why?” Because research on ethnocentrism—or
in-group favoritism—finds its home in social psychology, this study looks at the
potential applicability of social psychological theory, specifically social identity
theory (SIT), to the study of this aspect of international news. Smith and Bond
(1999) succinctly summarized SIT, as proposed by Tajfel (1981), as follows:

Tajfel’s (1981) social identity theory proposed that the social part of our identity
derives from the groups to which we belong. By favourably comparing attributes
of our own groups with those of out-groups, he suggests that we acquire both a
positive sense of who we are and a clear understanding of how we should act
toward in-group and out-group members. (p. 174)

More specifically, this study takes the case of three national newspapers—La
Prensa (Argentina), The New York Times (United States), and Berlingske Tidende
(Denmark)—to explore the potential relevance of SIT to the study of patterns of
ethnocentrism embedded in news content. 

Before elaborating, it is important to note that SIT is not presented here as the
sole explanation for patterns in international news coverage. For example, we
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know that the structure of media organizations, journalistic routines, and profit
pressures are critical to our understanding of news selection, sourcing patterns,
and the more formulaic and sensational aspects of news content (Shoemaker &
Reese, 1996). Similarly, framing theory has contributed to our knowledge that
certain perspectives are privileged over others in news narratives (Entman 1993;
Gamson, 1992). Cultivation analysis speaks to the broader cycle of how media
constructions of reality promote certain ways of seeing the world among heavy
media users (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1994). Each theoretical
perspective in the communications literature tends to focus on a distinct aspect
of the production–content–audience–society cycle. As Gaunt (1990) wrote, there
is no one all-encompassing theory to explain news content. 

This study investigates whether principles of SIT might be productively
included in the theoretical mix used to understand the production of news
content. The unique contribution of SIT is that it addresses the relationship
between individual cognitive processes (in this case, of the producers of media)
and collective communication patterns (media content) to deepen our
understanding of why, and how, discrete patterns of national bias manifest
themselves in international news content. In other words, scholars have already
identified, as Gans did, ethnocentrism as a news value that helps explain media
content. But what explains this enduring news value?  

SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY

SIT begins with the premise that an individual’s self-concept comprises both
personal identity (self as unique from all others) and social identity aspects
(perception of oneself as a member of various groups). Tajfel (1982) stated that
social identity is “that part of the individual’s self-concept which derives from
their knowledge of their membership in a social group (or groups) together with
the value and emotional significance attached to that membership” (p. 2).
Personal identity and social identity are equally elemental to each individual’s
self concept and, as such, both link to notions of personal self-esteem. Just as
individuals derive self-esteem from thinking of themselves as unique compared
to all others, it is also a robust finding in social psychology that individuals derive
self-esteem by actively attempting to maintain a positive distinctiveness of their
in-groups over relevant out-groups (Erickson, 1993; Hogg & Abrams, 1988;
Kowalski & Wolfe, 1994). In other words, SIT focuses on how the group acts
within the individual versus how an individual acts within a group (Miller &
Prentice, 1994). This is identified as largely an unconscious process. 

In other words, SIT says that in situations where a particular in-group
identity becomes salient, individuals will, as a cognitive and behavioral pattern,
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seek to maintain, protect, or enhance that group identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1986).1

Empirical demonstrations of this in the social psychology literature abound,
often using survey data derived from real or temporarily designated groups under
experimental settings (cf. Abrams & Hogg, 1990, for a thorough review). More
recently, researchers have applied SIT principles directly to the real-world arena
of international relations (Bloom, 1990; Mercer, 1995) and news coverage of
international affairs (Rivenburgh, 1997; Rivenburgh & Kaschuba, 1999). 

When the nation is the salient in-group, Bloom (1990), drawing on social
identification theory, labeled the tendency to protect or maintain national identity
as the national identity dynamic and suggested that this could be seen most
blatantly in outbursts of patriotism, or yellow-ribbon tying during war, or rallying
around the flag behind the success of an Olympic sports team, and, more subtly,
in daily media accounts of international affairs. As Katz (1965) stated, “the
national in-group becomes highly relevant in the world created by mass media …
the sense of national identity is aroused by perceived matters of national interest
and national security in relation to other nations” (p. 366).2

THE PRODUCERS OF MEDIA AS MEMBERS 
OF A NATIONAL GROUP

In order to apply principles of SIT to understanding patterns of ethnocentric bias
in international news coverage, it must be assumed that for editors and journalists
working for a major national paper that national identity is salient when covering
interactions between national actors and foreign others. As Gans (1979, 1980)
and Tuchman (1978) argued, in the United States, this is not an unreasonable
assumption to make. For, with the exception of a handful of elite media stars,
journalists are “disproportionately white, male, middle-class, and middle-aged”
and, as such, subscribe to traditional national myths and values with elements of
both liberal and conservative ideology (Paletz & Entman 1981; see also Weaver
& Wilhoit, 1993). Further, the activation of national identity in coverage of
foreign affairs may be encouraged by the knowledge that the producers of media
are constructing news for a national audience with which they share national
membership. This is not to spurn notions of journalistic integrity and
professionalism, but rather to highlight a largely unconscious cognitive process
(or filter) at work, as Cook (1996) stated:

Journalists bring particular conceptions of newsworthiness to bear when they
approach their work, conceptions that partake not only of what might be called
“production values”—whereby news should be novel, timely, terse, vivid, easily
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described, colorful and visualizable but also what Gans (1979, chap. 2) has called
“enduring values,” particular understandings of how the world works and of how
the world should work. (p. 18)    

Also relevant to the present study, Cook (1996) discussed how news content is a
collective enterprise. He stated that, “Although commonsensically, we think of
reporters as individual ‘authors’ of their pieces, news making is a collective
process” (p. 17). So, although individual journalists and editors will vary in their
emotional attachment to nation and may write accordingly, overall patterns of
media coverage of international interactions should still reflect the dynamics
proposed by SIT because of the collective processes involved in media
production. 

A review of some prior research suggests the potential applicability of SIT as
a factor in international news treatment. Entman’s (1991) comparison of U.S.
media framing of the 1983 Soviet shootdown of 269 crew and passengers on
KAL flight 007 as an act of aggression and “wanton killing” versus the framing
of a near identical event involving the 1988 U.S. Vincennes shootdown of 290
passengers and crew on Iran Air flight 655 as an “understandable accident” easily
fits social identification principles. Throughout the media coverage of the KAL
shootdown, the Soviets were presented as knowing actors, internally disposed to
aggression, secrecy, and criminal acts. The media presentation of the U.S.
Vincennes incident in contrast focused on external circumstances (technological
complexity, Iran Air flight path, etc.) and the “collision of random events” that
led to the shootdown of that civilian plane. This contradictory framing serves to
protect U.S. national identity.3

Gardner’s (1997) study of U.S. news magazine coverage of United States
involvement in Somalia, using Bloom’s (1990) concept of national identity
dynamic, demonstrates how coverage was biased to enhance, then protect, U.S.
national identity as the context of the crises changed. During the first phase of
the U.S. Operation Restore Hope, the media presentation was that of the United
States as “compassionate rescuer” and the Somalis as “helpless victims.”
Headlines such as, “The U.S. to the Rescue,” “Restoring Hope,” “The Gift of
Hope,” and repeated categorizations of the mission as “moral,” “humanitarian,”
and “God’s work” exemplified this presentation pattern. Once the mission in
Somalia began to fail, however, the dominant presentation of Somalis was that of
“thugs” engaged in the “savagery” of clan warfare. Here Gardner suggested that
the media pattern became that of taking measures to protect national identity by
presenting the U.S. as a victim of an irrational African continent and the failings
of the United Nations.
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Rivenburgh and Kaschuba (1999) used a case analysis of U.S.–German
bilateral interactions over a 5-year period to investigate how, in interaction
contexts where one nation was less dominant than the other, strategies that
enhanced and protected national identity emerged as part of the narrative
treatment and contributed to different interpretations of the bilateral interactions
in the national papers of each country.

Although a first-level explanation for some of the above findings may simply
be heavy journalistic reliance on government sources for international reporting,
it does not get at the underlying reason why media so readily accept and present
the government’s biased framing of international events. Still, to eliminate the
question of government influence on news presentation, this study looks at
whether in-group bias occurs when reporting on nonofficial actors (i.e., citizens)
interacting with peoples and places around the world. This is an arena of news
outside of governmental public relations influence. 

Here there are anecdotal examples that encourage this study. When an
American couple touring in Italy saw their 7-year old child killed in a robbery
attempt, then donated his organs to an Italian hospital, U.S. media coverage
treated their gesture as symbolic of a humanitarian and selfless United States
(Cowell, 1994). This identical story line occurred 2 years later when U.S. media
reported on the 5-year-old son of a military family stationed in Japan whose
untimely death and subsequent donation of his kidneys spurred a national
movement in Japan to change attitudes about organ donations. “Little Alex” was
made a symbol of how “Americans prefer to save lives” (Jordan, 1996). As
Bloom (1990) stated, “Within this [national identity dynamic] framework the
media can appropriate any international issue and use it to defend or enhance
national identity. The murder of a fellow citizen overseas … can become an issue
that is projected as threatening national identity” (p. 87).

STUDY DESIGN

This study takes the case of three national newspapers and looks at media
coverage of nonofficial actors engaged in international activities to explore
whether the basic principles of SIT, that of in-group favoritism and protection,
are regularly embedded in this type of news story. News about regular citizens
(or nongovernmental organizations or citizen groups) is the focus here because,
as noted earlier, in contrast to the actions of government on behalf of the nation,
their selection as news is more “optional.” In addition, these stories are less
likely to be subject to government spin efforts that strategically seek to put
national actions abroad in a favorable light. 
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As stated earlier, a variety of news influences and values influence the
selection and presentation of international news. Even so, SIT would predict that
when stories about regular citizens do appear in the news, the interaction
dynamic (between the nonofficial actor and the national other) would tend to
maintain or enhance national identity relative to the national other (e.g., U.S.
citizens working for a humanitarian effort or being given an award by another
nation). As Hogg and Abrams (1988) stated, citing several confirming studies,
“In the absence of a direct challenge or threat to self, people generally prefer to
seek out positive information about themselves…” (p. 46). This SIT principle is
stated as the following hypothesis:

H1: When articles about nonofficial national citizens or groups interacting with
international others appear in national news, the news treatment will reflect
positively on the national in-group significantly more often than not.

The phrase “significantly more often than not” is used here because general
news selection criteria dictate that there will be those cases where citizen actors
or groups appear in the news, but their activities are negative. Here, SIT would
predict that the news treatment would be protective of national identity. A sample
of protective strategies consistent with SIT would include the following: (a)
engaging in group-servings attributions where in-group failures would be
characterized as situational, versus dispositional (as in Entman’s KAL007
example; Hewstone, 1990); (b) treating the actions as exceptional or the citizen
actor(s) as deviant or “black sheep” group members (for example, through the
use of marginalizing language; Marques & Paez, 1994), or (c) diverting attention
to other aspects or actors that reflect more favorably back on the national group.4

This SIT principle can be stated as follows:

H2: When articles about nonofficial national citizens or groups interacting with
international others appear in national news and involve negative actions on the
part of the home actor, the news treatment will seek to protect national identity.

To test these hypotheses, a representative sample from 2 years’ worth of
general news coverage was taken from mainstream national newspapers in the
United States (New York Times), Argentina (La Prensa), and Denmark
(Berlingske Tidende). The countries were chosen to be representative of different
national cultures, size, and continents. Although many different country
combinations would work, the ultimate selection of the United States, Argentina,
and Denmark was made, in part, due to full availability of complete hard copies
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of the newspapers and bilingual research assistants.  The three newspapers were
selected because they are all prominent national papers regarded as leaders in
terms of international news in their respective countries, making them equivalent
enough in their national role for valid comparison. 

For each newspaper, 2 constructed weeks were randomly selected for each of
2 consecutive years, totaling a sample of 4 constructed weeks of coverage over a
2-year period (1994–1995) for each newspaper.5 This sampling procedure is
based on Stempel (1952) and Riffe, Aust, and Lacy (1993), who found that 2
randomly constructed weeks allow for a reliable estimate of new stories
representing a year’s worth of newspaper issues. These studies found that
increasing sample size beyond 12 issues did not produce significantly more
accurate results, especially if constructed week sampling was used (for further
discussion of this sampling method, see Holsti, 1969; Lacy, Riffe, & Randle,
1998; Patterson, 1995; Riffe, 1996). 

Coders reviewed entire issues front to back. All articles were selected that
featured a “regular citizen,”—nonofficial, nongovernmental actor(s)—in a
primary role interacting, in some way, with people of another country. The
interaction described in the media content could be past, present, or to occur in
the future, but the role of the citizen actor(s) must have been central to the news
narrative. News and editorials were selected. The sample selection excluded
letters to the editor, obituaries, movie or book reviews where the story was a
nonfictional account such as a biography, travel features that were
autobiographical, and magazines that accompany the newspapers on certain days
of the week (e.g., The New York Times Magazine). The nonofficial actor did not
need to be physically present in the other country, as in articles about fundraising
or lobbying on behalf of another country from one’s home country.

The article was the unit of analysis. Once selected, each article was read in its
entirety, a brief synopsis of the article and treatment written in an open format,
then the following information coded for entry into SPSS for analysis: date,
page, article source (e.g., wire service or byline), article type (news or editorial),
headline, home actor, other actor, and other location (country).6 Only one (the
most central) actor was recorded per article. This could be an individual, group,
team, for-profit organization, not-for-profit organization, industry, or association.
The basic sphere of activity was also coded into one of the following categories:
health related, arts, sports, hobby, political or issue, business, education,
religious, science or research, long-term aid or development, short-term or
specific crisis aid or relief, friendship, tourism, criminal, or journalism/media
related.7 Along these same lines, but slightly more detailed, the purpose or
character of the interaction dynamic was recorded (e.g., to sell products, to
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perform a concert, to attend a meeting). For data-analysis purposes, these were
later grouped into eight Us/Them interaction dynamics categories where Us
refers to the home nation in a position relative to Them (the other nation actor).
The eight basic interaction dynamics included the following: Us giving to Them
(e.g., teaching, selling, charity); Them giving to Us; Us competing or conflicting
with Them (e.g., sports match, lawsuit); Us sharing or cooperating with Them
(e.g., exchanging information, cooperating in a joint venture, supporting a
political cause); Us acting against Them (e.g., violence, criminal activities);
Them acting against Us; Us taking away from Them (e.g., extracting resources
or evidence); Them taking from Us. The physical location of actor was also
recorded. Finally, the news presentation of the result of the interaction (e.g.,
success, failure, going well, not going well), as well as the evaluation of the
actions of the home actor specifically (positive, negative, neutral, balanced) were
recorded. 

All coding was conducted by the author and three research assistants, one
bilingual in English/Danish, another bilingual Spanish/English. An intercoder
reliability check was done on the first 10 articles of The New York Times. Article
selection was 98% for both papers, and the rest of the data categories averaged
at 95% reliability, with no coding category scoring under 90%. It was
occasionally difficult to confirm the nationality of some story actors in the
Argentine and Danish newspapers. For example, in the U.S. press when Jesse
Jackson travels to South Africa he is not always identified as a U.S. national
because of an assumed common knowledge on the part of the audience. In most
cases, however, article context or additional research confirmed actor nationality.
An additional translation reliability check was conducted on the first 10 issues of
La Prensa, using one additional English/Spanish speaker (the Danish coder’s
bilingual abilities had been tested as part of a prior project). 

STUDY FINDINGS

General Profile

The 4 constructed weeks representative of 2 years’ newspaper coverage of
nonofficial citizen and group actors resulted in 123 articles (119 news; 4
editorials) in The New York Times (NYT); 101 articles (all news) in La Prensa
(LaP); and 71 articles (69 news; 2 editorials) in Berlingske Tidende (BT).

All three newspapers identified individuals, groups, teams, and organizations
interacting with national others that were more broadly stated or grouped (e.g.,
Gabriella Sabatini is on her way to play in the Australian Tennis Open—LaP
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1/17/94, 3; or “A lucky Dane wins the Norwegian lottery” BT 9/8/94, 1–5). This
pattern of a more personalized self and diffuse other is demonstrated through a
comparison of Tables 1 and 2, where individuals constitute the largest citizen actor
type for all three newspapers, and a general reference to nation, or participants
from many nations, is the most common type of other national actor. A Kendall tau
measure of the strength of association between rankings conducted on each table
confirms that the similarities in actor rankings across papers are significant.8,9

TABLE 1
Type of Citizen Actor by Newspaper (Percentage)

Home Nation Actor New York Timesa La Prensab Berlingske Tidendec

U.S. Argentina Denmark 
Individual 36.6 65.3 49.3
Group 12.2 5.0 4.2
Sports team 14.6 23.8 11.3
For profit business 27.6 3.0 23.9
Assn. or industry 2.4 1.0 5.6
Nonprofit org. 6.5 2.0 1.4
Other 0.0 0.0 4.2

an = 123, bn = 101, cn = 71.

TABLE 2 
Type of National Other by Newspaper (Percentage)

Home Nation Actor New York Timesa La Prensab Berlingske Tidendec

U.S. Argentina Denmark 
Individual 5.7 13.9 8.5
Group 3.3 0.0 1.4
Sports team 9.8 21.8 16.9
For profit business 15.4 2.0 12.7
Assn. or industry 1.6 0.0 1.4
Nonprofit org. 0.8 0.0 0.0
Nation, city, region 47.2 28.7 38.0
Participants from    

around the world 13.8 33.7 21.1
Other 2.4 0.0 0.0    

an = 123, bn = 101, cn = 71.
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For all three newspapers the home actor was physically in the other country
the majority of the time (LaP: 79%; NYT: 62%; BT: 66%). In other cases, either
the actor was scheduled to go in the future or the interaction did not require a
physical presence, as in the case of two companies signing an agreement to
cooperate in a joint business venture.

As seen in Table 3, the newspapers vary somewhat in the kinds of
international activities their national citizens are involved in.10 In The New York
Times, business is the most prominent international activity sphere (34.9% of
stories). This is followed by sports, an activity common to all newspapers. Unlike
the other two newspapers, however, 17.9% of the NYT stories involved U.S.
citizens working on behalf of other countries’ political causes (e.g., human rights
in China, cultural independence for Tibet). Geographically there is a European
and Russian focus (50.4%) to U.S. citizen interactions, although there is activity
literally around the world.

TABLE 3
Distribution (Percentage) of Sphere of International Activity by Newspaper 

Sphere of Activity New York Timesa La Prensab Berlingske Tidendec

U.S. Argentina Denmark 
Sports 26.0 72.3 49.3
Business 34.9 7.9 28.2
Politics (nonofficial) 17.9 2.0 2.8
Tourism/Friendship 4.9 1.0 11.3
Crime 4.9 1.0 1.4
Education/Science 5.7 4.9 0.0
Other (arts, hobbies) 5.7 10.9 7.0

an = 123, bn = 101, cn = 71.

In La Prensa, the sports focus (72.3% of all stories) virtually overshadows
any other international activities such as arts performances or business.11 The
geographic arena of interaction is centered in Latin America (33.7%), Europe
(33.7%), and North America (18.8%). 

The articles in Berlingske Tidende are dominated by a combination of sports
(49.3%) and business (28.2%), with “friendship” and tourism type stories
(11.3%) a distinct third. The primary geographic sphere of interaction is
dominated by other European countries (53.3%), followed by Asia (22.5%),
particularly Japan, and North America (16.9%).
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Interaction Activities: Reflecting Positively on the National Self  

Table 4 shows that the newspapers reported significantly common types of
citizen actor interactions. The most common interaction dynamic presented
across newspapers was one of competition or conflict, the majority of which was
sports competition. Conflicts tended to be of a legal or business nature (e.g.,
American shareholders force out Japanese president of company, NYT 1/17/94,
D2; or Argentine couple sues U.S. government, LaP 4/23/95, 16). 

TABLE 4 
Interaction Dynamic by Newspaper

Interaction Dynamic New York Timesa La Prensab Berlingske Tidendec

(Us / Them) U.S. Argentina Denmark
% (rank) % (rank) % (rank)

Us giving to Them 22.0 (3) 17.8 (2) 28.2 (2)
Them giving to Us 12.2 (4) 1.0 (6) 9.9 (4)
Us against Them 2.4 (7) 1.0 (6) 1.4 (5)
Them against Us 4.9 (6) 2.0 (5) 1.4 (5)
Us compete/con-

flict with Them 27.6 (1) 63.4 (1) 40.8 (1)
Us sharing/ 

cooperating with Them 25.2 (2) 11.9 (3) 16.9 (3)
Us taking away 

from Them 5.7 (5) 3.0 (4) 1.4 (5)
Them taking away 

from Us 0.0 0.0 0.0

Kendall tau New York Times La Prensa Berlingske Tidende
New York Times 1.000
La Prensa .683* 1.000
Berlingske Tidende .823* .685* 1.000

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
an = 123, bn = 101, cn = 71.

Another primary type of interaction dynamic involved home actors engaged
in activities of intercultural cooperation or sharing. This was the second most
prominent type of interaction dynamic in The New York Times and the third most
prominent in La Prensa and Berlingske Tidende. Examples of cooperative
activities include the following:
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•  exchanges, commitments to work together

Academic exchange starts between Spain and Argentina (LaP 9/3/95, 6)

•  attending international conferences, meetings, or fairs 

President of Argentine public relations firm attends international
advertising association conference (LaP 6/5/94, 6) 

•  joint ventures 

Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay are co-producing a film project (LaP
12/5/95, 39)

US air cargo company signs agreement with Italian airlines (NYT 11/14/95,
D19)

•  supporting another country’s political causes or a common cause 

Beastie Boys benefit concert to help the campaign to preserve Tibetan
culture (NYT 6/1/94, C15)

Students from Denmark join students from Nepal and other countries in
writing an international environmental newsletter (BT 1/8/93, 1–2) 

•  assisting with conservation efforts

US environmental groups work with Mexican government to help save a
rare parrot (NYT 12/5/95, C4) 

A third prominent interaction dynamic common to all newspapers was the
home country actor providing something to the other national actor (Us giving to
Them). Examples here include the following:

•  teaching, advising, giving oversight

NBA players conducting basketball clinics in South Africa to “promote
fellowship” (NYT 8/22/94, C4)
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New York school teacher travels to Israel to teach young Jews and Arabs
about peace (NYT 9/3/95, A12)

Woman dedicated to teaching “Argentine” style tango in Europe because
they don’t do it correctly (LaP 12/20/94, 13)

•  selling, exporting, providing a product or service

Danish company brings cement trade to India (BT 3/12/93, 3–5)

The booming business of selling used American jeans overseas (NYT
8/22/94, A1)

•  building, constructing

“California maverick” architect constructs building in Paris (NYT 6/5/94,
36)

•  contributing

Billy Joel donating concert proceeds after Osaka earthquake (NYT 1/20/97,
B7)

Argentine people help Osaka earthquake victims by contributing to the
Japanese Red Cross (LaP 1/20/95, 14)

Large Danish power gift to Lithuania to help country “modernize” (BT
6/1/94, 3–6)

•  performing

Argentine Mariario Krauz, “one of the world’s best oboe players” to
perform in the United States (LaP 2/11/94, 3)

Table 5 reveals how each newspaper interpreted the results of the interaction
between the home actor and national others. Although the rank correlations
across newspapers are significant, more instructive is the ratio of stories that
show national citizens engaged in interactions that are going well or in which
they succeed or win (row 1) to those stories in which home actors perform
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poorly, fail, or things are not going well in some way (row 2). For La Prensa it’s
nearly 2:1; for Berlingske Tidende close to 6:1, and for The New York Times this
ratio is 2.7:1. If sports competitions are excluded from the analysis (where an
occasional loss is inevitable), then the ratio of successful interactions to
unsuccessful ones is even more dramatic at 4:1 for both The New York Times and
La Prensa and 8:1 for Berlingske Tidende.12

TABLE 5 
Interpretation of Results of Interactions by Newspaper

Result of Interaction New York Timesa La Prensab Berlingske Tidendec

U.S. Argentina Denmark 
% (rank) % (rank) % (rank)

Success, win, going 
well, profiting 32.5 (1) 33.6 (2) 49.3 (1)

Failure, lost, not 
going well 12.2 (4) 16.9 (3) 8.4 (4)

Not evaluated 22.8 (2) 9.9 (4) 21.1 (2)
Hasn’t happened yet 16.3 (3) 35.6 (1) 18.3 (3)
Some good and 

bad results 9.8 (5) 4.0 (5) 1.4 (5)
Harm, injury, death 5.7 (6) 0.0 1.4 (5)
Other 0.8 (7) 0.0 0.0

Kendall tau New York Times La Prensa Berlingske Tidende
New York Times 1.000
La Prensa .683* 1.000
Berlingske Tidende .976** .650* 1.000

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
an = 123, bn = 101, cn = 71.

Even more notable is that, despite the reported result of the interaction, the
home actor actions were evaluated as negative in only 2 out of 71 articles (2.8%)
in Berlingske Tidende; 7 out of 101 articles (6.9%) in La Prensa; and 6 out of 123
articles (4.8%) in The New York Times. Language that offers a clear, positive
evaluation of the home actor is present in a consistent 42.3% of Berlingske Tidende
articles, 38.6% of La Prensa articles, and 40.7% of New York Times articles. The
rest of the articles refrain from evaluating the actor in any overt manner.
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As an example of the tendency toward positive evaluation, one notable story
theme found in all three newspapers was to report ways in which its citizens were
being honored, admired, or applauded by other nations. For example, see the
following:

Four Danish boys are marching in a parade in Washington D.C. to honor the
Danish States Minister (BT 5/10/93, 1–5); 

A museum is opening in the United States to showcase Danish art (BT 6/5/94,
2–11); 

Portuguese school children with “small Danish flags in hand didn’t doubt
who their hero was” referring to Nikolaj Jacobsen, a Danish handball player
(BT 6/5/94, 1–20); 

Japan buys Danish architecture (“The Japanese are not only interested in
wares, but also in the way we Danes understand how to create buildings for
people and atmosphere,” BT 9/23/93, 3–4); 

The Vietnamese offer a tribute to Scandinavian literature (“Danish literature
has wind under its wings lately,” BT 11/3/93, 2–4);

Croatians love [soccer player] Maradona (“Love has no boundaries” LaP
6/5/94, 14) as do people in many other countries “feel happiness and support
for the Argentinean [soccer] team” (LaP 4/29/95, 3);  

Japan sent its “profound thanks” to the Argentine people for donating for
earthquake victims (LaP 1/20/95, 14); and

A Chinese city government throws its workers out of a small factory to build
a memorial to a former U.S. general (“Chinese Enshrine Stilwel” NYT
12/20/94, A4).

Distinctive to The New York Times coverage were the values embedded in
specific story selections: the yachtsman “living out his dream” of
circumnavigating the globe (individuals accomplishing the impossible dream);
the U.S. journalist in Moscow whose visa is revoked for printing things the
Russian government doesn’t want to hear (freedom of speech); the U.S. hockey
team arriving in Norway “fresh from their emotional patriotism-inspiring visit to
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the D-Day beaches in Normandy” (NYT 2/8/94, B15); athletes overcoming
adversity to win competition or performing admirably in the “underdog” position
and “not without a battle to the finish” (NYT 11/3/94 B24); or U.S. scientists
making important discoveries in their explorations abroad. Most pronounced
along these lines is the reporting of U.S. business ventures and successes around
the world: Intrepid “Avon representatives calling” in the forests of Brazil; the
“American invasion” of mid-priced hotels around the world; the high profits
garnered from the export of used American jeans; North American “pioneers”
investing in South American farmlands; and excerpts such as the following
alluding to a near worship of the ultimate American symbol, a new Coca-Cola
plant built in Albania: “For some the reinforced concrete factory is a spaceship
amid … pervasive poverty … shimmering like light at the end of the tunnel ….
It’s a real symbol of the deep changes that have taken place” (NYT 5/20/94, D1).

This emphasis on market prowess, freedom, overcoming the odds, scientific
discovery, and moral or political activism demonstrated in the U.S. coverage
resonates well with self-perceived national strengths, values, and areas of
positive distinctiveness relative to other nations. 

In La Prensa, stories even more clearly appropriated the citizen actor as
symbol of nation. Tennis player Gabriella Sabatina’s name was actually
exchanged for that of nation in the headline “Argentina in Rome” (LaP 5/8/95,
18), which was solely about her arrival in Italy to play the Italian Open. An
Argentine Youth Soccer Team world championship win was reported with
unabashed patriotism, starting with the first paragraph: “Blood that boils inside
of us, with screams out of our lips, with our hearts beating fast” (LaP 4/29/95,
2). The business articles in La Prensa specifically state that the success of various
companies (international transit) and industries (oil, agriculture) abroad is
symbolic of Argentina’s growing economic success. Participation of individual
professionals in international conferences and trade conventions was noted as
proof of Argentina’s involvement in world business and professional exchange.
In addition, Argentinians travel the world to judge international contests, teach
the world’s best version of the Tango, and perform as “one of the best oboe
players” in the world. 

In Berlingske Tidende articles, labels of nationality appeared more frequently
than in the other newspapers. Articles typically included phrases or headlines like
these: “A Danish March in Washington” (parade); “Nothing bothered the tour’s
best Dane” (cyclist); “Danish Furniture in Japan”; “A Danish triumph”; and so
forth. Beyond the largely successful actions of athletes and industry abroad, the
coverage showed Danes involved in positive causes: Danish students started a
global environmental newsletter with children from other countries; the Danish
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power association donated power plant materials to help Lithuania modernize;
and Danish engineers will oversee the recycling and reuse of building ruins in
Beirut caused by its 17-year war.

This first set of results shows a pattern of news stories that emphasize national
citizens and groups involved in types of interactions that reflect positively back
on national self, that tend to have positive outcomes (success, going well), and
where the citizen actions are evaluated positively more often than not, lending
support to the first hypothesis. Looking beyond sports competitions, the
dominant interaction dynamics reported across all three papers were that of
cooperating with national others or providing some skill, service, gift, or product
to the other (and not the opposite). Both are esteem-enhancing types of
interaction. The “Us giving to Them” dynamic in particular implies a positive
distinctiveness of the national self relative to others.  

News Presentations and the Protection of National Identity

As shown in Table 5 earlier, there were relatively few articles based on
nonofficial activities that resulted in a loss, failure, injury, death, or simply where
things were not going well for the home actor (17.9% for NYT; 16.9% for LaP;
9.8% for BT) and even fewer that specifically evaluate the home actor’s actions
as negative. One of the study objectives was to look more closely at this set of
articles to see whether the news treatment was protective of national identity.   

For Berlingske Tidende, there were only seven articles where the interaction
outcome was considered negative. Four of these were sports losses and an
accidental death that were reported in a straightforward manner without any
evaluation of the home actor. In two stories the evaluation of the home actor was
negative. In one, a Danish swimmer finishes “unexpectedly” low in world
championship competition and should have done better based on past records
(BT 9/8/94, 1–16). In another short article, a 34-year-old Dane confesses to drug
smuggling in Bangkok. In these cases, there is no attempt to excuse the actions
of these Danish citizens.

One final article, however, does include an attempt to trivialize a national
citizen. In a Danish editorial about tourism in Florida, an expatriate Dane who
manages a hotel in Florida is quoted criticizing the Danish press for its “negative
view of Florida” as a dangerous travel destination. The editorial, however, gets
the last word by stating, “They don’t shoot people that rent cars in Denmark, but
they do in Miami,” effectively discrediting her views (BT 8/27/94, 4–20).

In La Prensa, negative interaction outcomes are almost exclusively tied to
sports competition losses (14 out of 17 articles). In six sports stories, the results
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are presented without any evaluation of the performance. In four other sports
stories, the team or player or coach is negatively evaluated—and at times
reprimanded—for having a disappointing loss, not playing up to par, or not
practicing enough. In one case a soccer coach receives a sarcastic “good-bye and
good luck” when he decides to move to a team in Madrid (LaP 2/22/95, 3). The
final four sports stories do attempt to protect the athlete or team loss by
attributing the outcome to referee errors or the quality of the opposing team’s
playing field and not to team performance.

The only nonsports story with a negative evaluation of the home actor is a
story about a drug dealer who gets arrested in the United States. However, the
Argentine criminal is reported as having worked in Colombia with the Cali
Cartel for many years (as if he is not really Argentine anymore). The story then
shifts to emphasize the cleverness of the Argentine federal police who worked
with the FBI in order to capture this expatriate criminal (LaP 11/3/97, 7). Two
other stories place blame for the negative outcome on the national other actor. In
the first, an Argentine travel tour gone bad is blamed on a Uruguay airline
company (LaP 2/22/95, 18). In the second story, an Argentine couple is trying to
sue the United States for their daughters who, as members of the cult of David
Koresh, died in the fire at Waco, Texas. The story focus, and harsh criticism, is
directed toward the FBI saying, “the FBI was going to inject [illegal] gases into
the building even though there were children in there” (LaP 4/23/95, 16). 

In The New York Times there were 10 articles (primarily sports or reports of
violence or crime) where the interaction was negative, and there was no
evaluation of the actions offered one way or the other. In an additional eight
articles where the interaction outcome or home actor actions were negative, news
treatments included some strategy protective of national identity. Most dramatic
are two stories, one news and one editorial, marginalizing the actions of U.S.
citizen Aldrich Ames, indicted as a spy for the Soviet Union. “Treachery,”
“betray,” “boozy bumbler,” and actions that “led to deaths” all isolate this man as
the ultimate un-American actor (NYT 9/25/94, 28; 12/20/94, A12). 

In other cases, the focus is put on the questionable attributes of the national
other. An article about an American boy’s death in Moscow, called a suicide by
Russian police, is shrouded in doubt by questioning how a Yale University
student who loved studying abroad could conceivably commit suicide.
Suggestions of “murder” are raised (NYT 9/25/94, 42). Another story reports a
pregnant woman living in Brownsville, Texas who is lured across the border into
Mexico for a free doctor’s check up only to be drugged and have her baby
removed from her body and stolen. Rather than questioning any poor judgment
shown by a woman taking a stranger’s advice, the article focuses on the alleged
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immoral and criminal behaviors of the Mexican actors involved (NYT 9/25/94,
38). Another article reports a U.S. swimmer, Janet Evans, (and team) loss against
Chinese swimmers. The article points out that “Chinese swimmers have always
looked up to Janet Evans” and then questions the “legality of Chinese training
methods,” bringing up the possibility of drug use by Chinese athletes (NYT
9/8/94, B22). 

In examples of shifting focus to an attribute more favorable to the national
self, there is an article prompted by a U.S. hunter who kills protected elephants
that wander across the border from Kenya to Tanzania. The story line, however,
shifts after the lead paragraph from the U.S. hunter to focus on the positive
efforts of a U.S. researcher who for the past 22 years has worked on elephant
conservation efforts in Kenya. In the end, the story faults the Tanzania wildlife
industry for the situation that allowed protected elephants to be killed (NYT
12/20/94, C15). Another story interviews Americans running businesses (swim
suit shop, making alcohol, selling sewing machines) in Haiti during the time that
U.S. warships were stationed off shore. The expatriates are reported as critical of
this U.S. policy as bad for business. Their comments are then diminished by
quotes from American relief workers at a Baptist missionary (the selfless vs. the
selfish) who state that those critical of the U.S. action merely want to maintain
their “expatriate” life style of servants and mansions in Haiti (NYT 7/30/94, 3). 

There is only one article overtly negative toward the home actor: a soccer loss
against England that was labeled an “amateurish performance” on the part of the
U.S. team. Three other articles convey a negative evaluation through quotes of
others, without offering any other point of view (e.g., Vietnam vets who left “half
breed” children in Vietnam after the war, and criticism in Ghana about violence
in U.S. movies).

In this second set of results, there is evidence of news treatments protective
of national identity, particularly in the case of The New York Times. However,
there are also cases, particularly with sports performances, where protective
treatments do not appear and a few instances where athletes or teams are overtly
reprimanded in the news treatment for their disappointing loss. In Berlingske
Tidende there are not enough articles to sufficiently evaluate the use, if any, of
protective treatments. This does not support Hypothesis 2 as stated, but the
appearance of all three types of protective treatments does suggest that some
refinements might be made to pursue this type of hypothesis. 
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CONCLUSION

In an attempt to increase our understanding of the dynamics of international
news, this study selected a case of three national newspapers to investigate
whether media coverage of non-official actors engaged in international activities
adheres to principles of in-group favoritism and protection proposed by SIT. If
so, this might add to our understanding of why and how ethnocentrism manifests
itself as an enduring news value. 

The first hypothesis, that stories in national newspapers about nonofficial
actors will be significantly more likely to reflect positively on the national self,
seems to be well supported. The types of stories, their primary interaction
dynamics, and the results and evaluations of the interactions emphasize positive
aspects and values of the home actor and nation. In each newspaper, national
actors are giving to others, being honored for their talents, engaging in
challenging and successful enterprises significantly more often than they are
engaged in selfish or illegal behaviors, competitive losses, or simply being
outdone by a national other. When sports articles (where home team losses
cannot be easily interpreted otherwise) are set aside, the support for Hypothesis
1 becomes stronger, although the size of data set also becomes inadequate to
work with confidently. 

Paradoxically, the high number of positive or neutral interactions resulted in
a very small set of negative international interactions from which to adequately
test Hypothesis 2, which is that when articles about nonofficial national citizens
or groups interacting with international others appear in national news and
involve negative outcomes or actions on the part of the home actor, the news
treatment will seek to protect national identity. Even accepting the small number
of cases, the results here are mixed at best. Although there are clear examples of
all three types of protective news treatments—engaging in group-serving
attributions (e.g., blaming external causes), marginalizing the group member, or
shifting the focus to attributes that reflect more favorably on the national self—
they do not occur in all cases of negative interactions. Overall there are about the
same number of articles that provide no evaluation whatsoever of negative
interactions as articles that do engage in protective treatments. And, there are a
few instances of sports losses where the athlete or team performance is clearly
disparaged in the language of the article. To establish whether protective
strategies are really a pattern in these cases, a larger sample and a retooling of the
hypothesis would be required.

This, of course, is the next step for this line of research. This study involved
the modest case of three national newspapers, looking at a representative sample
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of only 2 years of news coverage to find evidence that social identity theory
might be productive in communication research. The results, although not
perfect, are encouraging. Certainly, more countries, media, types of stories and
interaction contexts need to be analyzed for SIT to find a place in the theoretical
mix that contributes to our understanding of international news influences. 

What SIT may offer, in time, to Gans’s (1979, 1980) observation is a better
psychological explanation as to why ethnocentrism, or in-group favoritism, is an
enduring news value in the first place. With further analyses in more news
contexts than allowed for in this study, along with more refined extrapolations of
SIT, it may also become possible to better predict when ethnocentrism might
appear most often as a news characteristic (e.g., when the in-group is threatened),
and what discrete forms that appearance might take as a pattern of national media
coverage.
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NOTES

1Smith and Bond (1999) pointed out that derivations of SIT have shown conditions, such
as the case of a low status, domestic minority group, where more variable results to this
general principle have occurred. 

2Smith and Bond (1999) also noted that there is evidence that identification with a regional
identity is preferred to a national identity in some European and Latin American countries.
However, they summarize of decades of research on intergroup relations that “members
of most nations favour their own nation” (p. 197).

3More specifically, this is an example of ethnocentric or  “group serving attributions” (cf.
Hewstone, 1990) associated with the general principles of  SIT.

4Collectively, such strategies are referred to as social creativity strategies (Tajfel, 1981).

5For Berlingske Tidende the two sample years are 1993 and 1994 due to newspaper
availability.
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6Location was coded by specific country then collapsed to region for analysis purposes.

7These categories were later collapsed for analysis purposes.  See Table 3.

8A Kendall tau measure of association between rankings is used (versus Spearman’s rho)
throughout this study because the distances between ranks are unequal in terms of the
absolute value of the variables and, for each ranking analyzed, include a few cases with
extremely low or high ranks (G. H. Stempel & Westley, 1989, p. 74).  All correlations
reported are two tailed.

9Rank correlations between The New York Times and Berlingske Tidende are .733 for Table
1 actor (p < .05) and .837 for Table 2 (p < .01).  Rank correlations between The New York
Times and La Prensa are .733 for Table 1 and .643 for Table 2 (for both, p < .05).  Rank
correlations between Berlingske Tidende and La Prensa are .467 (not significant) for Table
1 and .808 (p < .01 level) for Table 2.  

10An initial Chi-Square test revealed these differences as significant, however, 28.6% of
the cells had expected counts of less than 5, so the results are not reported here.
Similarities or differences across newspapers in terms of interaction spheres (e.g, business
vs. arts) are not central to the study hypotheses.  It is what happens within these spheres
that is relevant. 

11This is an interesting finding in and of itself.  One reason for the high frequency of sports
stories is the tendency of La Prensa to have multiple stories related to a single event, such
as an interview with the coach and different players all as distinct stories.

12When sports news is excluded from the analysis, then n = 91 for The New York Times, n
= 28 for La Prensa, and n = 36 for Berlingske Tidende. A uncomfortably small, but still
representative sample according to G. Stempel (1952) and Riffe, Aust, and Lacy (1993).
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